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1

Introduction

Key goals: This deliverable describes how the use case for Bloomen Photo aims to
evaluate usability and quality of the current demonstrator. We aim to interact with
users to receive feedback on aspects which are seen as useful and to uncover user
needs which might lead to a refined workflow or additional features. In this
deliverable we describe how we plan to find testers and then conduct an evaluation
of the existing demonstrator of Bloomen Photo.
Current Status: As of mid-2019 all three use cases of the Bloomen project developed
functional demonstrators. This deliverable defines process to test the current
version with users and to determine how the pilot should evolve for usability and ultimately - exploitability.
Brief description: Bloomen Photo - the name of this particular pilot - is an application
to exchange photos, based on a blockchain-enabled platform including features like
identification, meta data, copyrights, enabled by smart contract functionalities. The
application is designed for a simple and trustworthy exchange of photos (and, later,
other creative works). The application has a payment function, again based on
blockchain mechanisms.
Market need: The need for such an application was uncovered through contacts with
photo editors accustomed to the daily search for the right picture. A key feedback
was that photos for some regions and topics are hard to get by, even in a world with
seemingly endless photo streams. This is why we will focus on developing a
demonstrator of an app connecting photo editors to photographers from such
regions, specifically Africa and Asia.
Perspective: Blockchain technologies could be useful to create an easier exchange
of creative work, in our case with a focus on photos. Quicker payment, better
exchange of metadata, usage and copyrights, less administration based on
automated processes. In the long run digital, smart contracts could create an
overview of rights and payments much better than today, both for the creators as for
the users, specifically large public media companies.

1.1 Wording for the pilot
Evolution: Since the start of the project the wording used to describe the Bloomen
News Media pilot has evolved. At the beginning of the project, we described the
potential outcome as a “visual journalism tool”. This would describe an app with
extended features to manage creative content, not just photos, but including videos,
graphics, charts, maps and potentially even text.
Product name: For the development towards an extended demonstrator we
narrowed the description to “Bloomen Photo” to describe the application for the
Bloomen News Use case. “Bloomen Photo” is stronger in describing a product or
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service and clearly indicates the focus. We aim to firstly work on an application
handling one media type very well.
The original description of a “visual journalism tool” still is a guiding principle and
shapes our long-term goals. The current focus on photos might be broadened again,
towards a tool for general acquisition of content, which would then include photos,
texts, video, graphics, charts, maps and variations.

1.2 Overview
Project overview: Bloomen is an EU-funded research project exploring the use of
blockchain for media. There are three use cases:




Music use case from BMAT
News use case from DW
WebTV use case from ANTENNA

News use case: The initial description of the news use case has been made in D2.1
Use Case Descriptions and KPIs (delivered 09/2017.
“The News Use Case from DEUTSCHE WELLE: An acquisition and
management tool for news picture content that aims to improve visual
journalism and collaboration with external picture contributors.”1
The key goals of the development work have been described in D2.1 (2017): “In order
to improve and extend visual digital journalism and to obtain a competitive edge in
the news media market, it is necessary to:
 Speed up and simplify picture related workflows across the value chain
 Acquire more and better pictures from internal and external sources
 Develop a tool that supports multiple actors in a complex value chain.” 2
Further (again in D2.1) the Business Objectives for the project are by and large
unchanged, so it is worth briefly repeating them for a better context:



1
2

To explore and evaluate the use of Blockchain systems for next generation
picture management in the context of visual journalism workflows, with a view
to understand if and how visual output can be extended and improved.
To obtain and test the prototype of a new “Visual Journalism Tool” tailored to
picture journalists in news media organisations, which uses the new Bloomen
Blockchain platform/services and captures relevant elements of picture
management workflows.

Bloomen D2.1 Defining the News Use case, p.12
Bloomen D2.1 Use Case Descriptions and KPIs, p. 16
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To obtain an attractive, easy-to-use demonstrator of the visual journalism tool
that can be shown and explained in a journalism and market context within
the news media sector.3
1.2.1 Review recommendations

For the planning of the pilots and evaluation we took note of the recommendations
from the technical review in 2018 and the mid-term review in 2019.
1. KPIs and success criteria need revision, and to be grounded on more clearly
measurable and appropriate indicators especially music and news cases.
The refinement of KPIs and CSFs (Critical Success Factors) is considered
based on te work done for the preparation of the pilot, namely in D2.1 and D2.2.
We identified the key actors, described the actions which must be possible and
defined KPIs as well as CSFs for the pilot.
2. A detailed market analysis for each use case, e.g. considering the ongoing
transformations in the media market, could be valuable in informing planned
developments.
Regarding the Bloomen Photo use case our key orientation are demands by
photo editors. This simplifies the market analysis, because at least for the pilot
stage there is a clearly defined user. Our main goal for the pilot is to create an
application which is considered helpful by the core user group. Equally
important are the needs of photographers. Market factors and evolution are key
drivers of the current demonstrator set-up. changes, such as the introduction of
new platforms are considered in development. In order to anticipate market
changes we approach development based on an API-concept, where different
services and features are presented through APIs, which makes the concept
more flexible.
3. A detailed analysis of scalability issues for each use case may usefully
contribute to early risk reduction.
With regard to scalability Bloomen Photo is currently moving through the three
key stages defined in our early one-page document (which is presented in this
deliverable). Scalability is considered as an issue, e.g. in terms of the number of
transactions possible with a distributed blockchain, the number of users active
in the application and the number of photos being handled. The general risk or
limitations of scalability can be mitigated in part by alternative blockchain setups, such as permission-based or private blockchains. A final decision on which
platform can perform for scalability has not been made so far.

3

D2.1, IBID
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4. The advantages of proposed technological contributions, particularly with
respect to decentralisation and its implementation, should be more clearly
understood/articulated in the context of the selected business models.
In this aspect we believe we have made progress, by focusing on very specific
user groups (photo editors & photographers from regions such as Africa/Asia).
The focus a niche in the photo market helps to introduce specific technology
elements, which can be compared versus existing workflows.
5. Further cross-talks between the business and the technological components
of the consortium will strengthen a common understanding of the use cases
and further foster the sharing of multidisciplinary expertise:





Which business model, including which incentives for all the players?
Which blockchain appears to be the most suitable one (with pros and
cons)?
Which players will be in charge of running the blockchain?
Which model of trust is involved (which possible exploitations/attacks?)

Alignment about which modules can be shared and which features are unique to one
use case are ongoing. The preparation of the D5.x deliverables for pilot planning for
example have been coordinated by ATC, a technical partner. Progress of the
evaluation will be communicated to the technical partners for consideration.
From mid-term review 2019:
Points that require attention are:
1. a proper assessment of the decentralisation of the proposed solutions: the
project “sells” a lot on the idea of the benefits of decentralised blockchains,
but then several centralisation points have been introduced. A clear example
is the “gate-keeper” that seems to be a necessary component of the Bloomen
framework.
Blockchain technologies have yet to prove that they provide benefits in
standard workflows, beyond crypto exchanges. For now a number of
blockchain technologies are considered in terms of maturity as well as
performance (transactions). From a use case point of view the features,
workflows need to be more clearly defined before settling on a specific
blockchain technology.
2. engagement of stakeholders/users. Plans are in place, but none seems to be
finalised. This might be a risk, also considering that validation/assessment of
the project is strongly based on users’ feedback and behaviour. A back-up
plan, describing alternative approaches to the recruitment of unbiased set of
users is needed.
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The evaluation and pilots are the main step for user engagement and feedback.
The project expects to gain insights in this phase. Recruitment of unbiased
users is an important notice to be considered.
3. an interesting overview of the state of the art has been presented in D6.6. For
each use case, a more detailed comparison with the three best alternative
proposals in the area is desirable. This exercise should be helpful in
highlighting the selling points of the Bloomen approach. Furthermore, it might
be worth considering few last generation blockchains, which might be
valuable for the Bloomen framework, including Cardano, Tezos, Algorand and
Avalanche. Based on proof of stake, they introduce better performances,
decentralisation, smart contract programmability and innovative revenue
models.
A comparison of alternative approaches will be part of the evaluation of the use
case. This is to ensure that all options are considered further developing the
use case.
4. some key aspects are underdeveloped or underspecified. Examples are the
existence and role of smart contracts, reputation systems, currencies,
incentives and some architectural design. Improved definitions of these
aspects are expected since the forthcoming deliverables on use cases and
pilots.
Smart contracts are used to manage the cryptocurrency used inside the
platform as well as any transaction between counteracting parties. Smart
contracts are the only means to ensure a trustless and decentralized platform,
therefore a system without a central authority when interacting parties do not
trust each other. We continue investigating the use of smart contracts in other
uses, for instance KYC (identity verification) or copyright sharing between
individual creators. Smart contracts, specifically, are an aspect of further
consideration - e.g. in order to create a more universal application out of the
Bloomen Photo development. Other aspects mentioned, such as reputation, use
or transfer between currencies and other aspects will be further explored based
on the findings of the evaluation.

1.3 Relevant Work leading to pilot evaluation
All three Bloomen pilots for music, photos and videos have been planned and
gradually developed since the start of the Bloomen project in late 2017. While this
particular deliverable covers the Bloomen Photo use case, the project as a whole
aims to collaborate regarding features and modules where possible.
In D2.1 the project further defined a range of technology elements and platforms
which are - as far as possible - to be shared by all three use cases. This relates to a
total of 12 defined technologies, as listed in the deliverable.
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Further, in chapter 4.4 we provided a scenario for the use case, including a definition
of actors in the use case. This list of actors has now become part of the evaluation
planning, e.g. by describing the range of potential testers we will seek.
1.3.1 Defining CSFs and KPIs
In order to be more specific D2.1 and - as a follow-up D2.2 - provided very detailed
analysis of the actors, actions and needed features. This included extensive
descriptions and KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) and CSFs (Critical Success
Factors). In total D2.1 defined eight specific CFSs and 21 KPIs, which need to be
considered in WP5 and the Bloomen Photo evaluation.
Excerpt from D2.1:


Firstly, Critical Success Factors (CSFs) describe, from a qualitative point of
view, the success of the Bloomen platform and the use cases service offerings.



Secondly, a series of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) has been defined
which addresses the CSFs in a more quantitative way and provide a reference
to validate technical performance and/or potential business success.

The descriptions where further refined in D2.2. For each pilot this deliverable
analyzed the stakeholders involved, the data models and related dependencies
towards rights meta data, rights management, security and privacy.
Finally, with regard to the collaboration between all three use cases in Bloomen, we
identified cross-activity services and concluded the analysis with a list of technical
requirements defined for all Bloomen pilots. In order to meaningfully reduce the work
the pilots will consider sharing features or software modules where possible.
1.3.2 Conceptual View of Bloomen Use Cases
Understanding the scope: Bloomen defined the use cases from a conceptual
viewpoint - e.g. how different needs and features need to be present in the use
cases. This approach helps to see the different technologies and stakeholders
involved.
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Figure 1: Conceptual Overview

Further, as a means for simple overview all three use cases created a one-page
overview. This overview showed three main stages for development. The one-page
plan for Bloomen Photo is shown below.
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Figure 2: One-page pilot overview
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2

Scope

This section now aims to be more specific regarding the pilot operation and
evaluation. Our goal is to develop and evaluate an application based on the concept
of a “Minimum Viable Product” (MVP).4 To get there all three Bloomen uses cases
adopted a method of “working backward”, originally created by Amazon.

2.1 Minimum Viable Product
A minimum viable product (MVP) is a development technique in which a new
product or website is developed with sufficient features to satisfy early adopters.
The final, complete set of features is only designed and developed after considering
the feedback from the product's initial users.
A minimum viable product (MVP) is the most pared down version of a product that
can still be released. An MVP has three key characteristics:5
 It has enough value that people are willing to use it or buy it initially.
 It demonstrates enough future benefit to retain early adopters.
 It provides a feedback loop to guide future development.
More specifically with regard to Bloomen Photo our goal is to firstly research, then
apply as many features as possible to potentially start a successful exploitation of
results. In order to create options to further work on the outcomes of this pilot, a
concept must be developed to either finance future development work through
funding or generated revenues - for example by setting up Bloomen Photo as a SaaS
(Software-as-a-Service) Platform.
To get there, a lot of information has to be gathered in order to find an offering where
Blockchain technologies can be used productively for photo acquisition by media
companies, both public and commercial broadcasters.The scope of the MVP
product is further detailed in the following paragraph.

2.2 Working Backwards to define MVP
To mitigate both risks Bloomen will use a framing technique developed and used by
Amazon, described as “working backwards”. The process applied works backward
from the customer experience arguing that “great products and services come from
deeply understanding the customer.”6 Two key elements for such a development
view are a “press release” and a short FAQ. With the press release, the goal is to
describe a product or service “as if” they where launched tomorrow. The effect of
this exercise is that both project management/planning as well as developers will
4

See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minimum_viable_product
https://www.techopedia.com/definition/27809/minimum-viable-product-mvp
6
https://www.slideshare.net/AmazonWebServices/working-backwards-from-the-customer
5
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look at what will be developed from a user perspective: Is it logical? Does it fulfil a
specific need? Would it be attractive to use the service or pay money for it in anyway,
even though an early service will lack some features, potentially.

Figure 3: Working Backwards approach

7

Here a brief description of how the “working backwards” approach can be utilized:
“Amazon's approach to new product development is about working
backwards from the customer. The product manager starts by writing a press
release announcing the finished product. The press release is targeted at the
end customer and contains information about the customer's problem, how
current solutions are failing, and why the new product will address this
problem. The press release itself is a gut-check for whether or not the product
is worth building. If the team is not excited about reading it then document
needs to be revised or perhaps the idea should be revisited altogether. As the
team begins development the press release serves as a guide for the team to
reflect on and compare with what is being built.”8
"Done correctly, working backwards is a huge amount of work. But it saves
you even more work later. The Working Backwards Process is not designed to
be easy, it is designed to save a huge amount of work on the backend, and to
make sure we are building the right thing." - Jeff Bezos9
The process has more details than to just write a press release and the FAQ. Another
important element is the customer experience. As described by Werner Vogel, CTO
of Amazon.com:10

7

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/working-backwards-amazons-culture-innovation-my-notes-satishmadhira/
8

https://www.product-frameworks.com/Amazon-Product-Management.html
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/working-backwards-amazons-culture-innovation-my-notes-satishmadhira/
10
https://www.allthingsdistributed.com/2006/11/working_backwards.html
9
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Define the customer experience: Describe in precise detail the customer
experience for the different things a customer might do with the product. For
products with a user interface, we would build mock ups of each screen that
the customer uses. For web services, we write use cases, including code
snippets, which describe ways you can imagine people using the product. The
goal here is to tell stories of how a customer is solving their problems using
the product.
To get there five questions are used to further describe the requirements:11
 Who is the customer?
 What is the customer problem or opportunity?
 What is the most important customer benefit?
 How do you know what customers want?
 What does the customer experience look like?
These questions will be repeated in the evaluation section to give our approach a
good structure. Quote: “Once we have gone through the process of creating the
press release, faq, mockups, and user manuals, it is amazing how much clearer it is
what you are planning to build.”12
For Bloomen Photo this backward is ideal to define what really needs to be built,
aided by feedback from potential users during the evaluation. Of course step-by-step
iterations are not stopping there. Instead the most promising extensions and
additional features which could further enhance the Bloomen Photo service will be
revised and implemented as an ongoing process.

2.3 Press Release (Working backwards)
Below is the current version of the mock-up “press release” describing the Bloomen
Photo use case. This text will be updated or refined as the project evolves further.
Headline

A fair exchange of the best photos for creators and
media companies
Bloomen Photo aims to simplify and extend the collaboration between media companies and
photographers for digital media. Bloomen Photos uses Blockchain technology to establish a trusted
exchange. Further the use of “smart contracts” leads to simplified assignments and reliable, timely
payment for work, even across borders. Key elements of the application are ease of use, trust, easy
transfer of rights and metadata combined with swift - and finally - reliable payment for work.

11

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/working-backwards-amazons-culture-innovation-my-notes-satishmadhira/
12
https://www.allthingsdistributed.com/2006/11/working_backwards.html
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Summary: Bloomen Photo helps to simplify the exchange of creative work - specifically photos between media companies and creators. The focus is to enable sourcing photos for countries and
topics not well covered by news wires. At the core Bloomen Photo offers a way to offer and buy
creative content, based on smart contracts. One module allows for commissioning of assignments to
creative contributors e.g. for a month or work or more.
Problem: Selling and buying of media assets is often a time consuming process, with many steps for
everyone involved. For all creative work there is a need for clarification who can use it, for how long
and how often. Metadata and copyrights need to be tracked in a complicated process, otherwise all
kinds of headaches arise later. But the approaches from the past are not a good fit for the digital
exchange of news and media items.
Solution: Bloomen Photo, one outcome of the Bloomen research project, now solves the problem by
providing an easy workflow, secured by the use of Blockchain technologies. "This goes far beyond in
comparison to what we could do with a traditional database: In Bloomen Photo we firstly create a basis
for trusted exchange, through an identity check. We then enable a very quick selection and acquisition
of media assets. To get there the application uses smart contracts. The pre-written contracts have a
number of variables to ensure a quick resolution for copyrights. On this basis the application enables
direct payments, faster and with less deductions than before", says Stratos Tzoannos, the Lead
Developer of the project from Athens Technology Center (ATC).
Quote: Future versions of the application will further extend the smart contract features. "This is what
large media organisations really look for", says Mirko Lorenz, a project manager working for Deutsche
Welle. "The internal costs of contracting can be reduced significantly, leading to more options for the
assignment of creative contributors, such as photographers, writers or video producers from all over the
world."
Customer quote: Frank Ocean, an award winning US photographer working in Africa says: "I tested
this and no other application ever enabled such a quick exchange of creative work versus payment".
He says that in the past waiting for payment easily took weeks or months, often with deductions for the
transfer by banks of up to 10% of the contract value. "For assignments of creative contributors this is
the future", adds Miller.
Available now: Bloomen Photo is currently designed for usage by public broadcasters and can be
tested any time. Opening the application of use by any media organisation is planned for mid-2020.

2.4 Bloomen Photo FAQ (Working backwards)
Q: What is Bloomen Photo?
An application making it simpler for media organizations and photographers to work
together when exchanging photos.
Q: How does it work?
The application is invitation-only: A media company can invite photographers to
provide photos, either on a photo-by-photo basis or based on specific assignments
(Example: “Main party politicians in Kenya prior to election 2024”, of course with a
more specific description of people, ideal photo set-ups, potential combinations of
politicians, and so on). Such an assignment can then be worked on until it is
completed.
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Q: What are the main features?
Bloomen Photo enables the creation of trusted business relationships.
Photographers can be invited for assignments. There is a feature to enable a
verification of the identity. Then, the application allows for uploading photos, either
photo-by-photo or per assignment (e.g. a specific list of photo needs).
Q: What kind of license is used?
The license type for the application could well be an open source model, such as an
MIT license. Usually the license for the photo use can be chosen by the media
company. The smart contract module will enable selection of different licenses, to
provide flexibility for everyone involved.
Q: How are contracts signed?
A contract can be signed right in the application, based on a smart contracts
module. This is effectively achieved by the mechanisms available in the Alastria
network which is based on Quorum, a public-permissioned fork of Ethereum. Of
course this can also be done through many other types of blockchains that are
available today.
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3 Evaluation Methodology
In this section we will describe how the evaluation is structured, prepared and how
the interaction with testers is happening. This is possible as we defined many details
in prior WPs, such as user types, key activities as well as CSFs (Critical Success
Factors) and KPIs for each specific use case. Most of this prior planning is published
in D2.1 Use Case Descriptions and KPIs (September 2017). For this deliverable we
went through those descriptions and re-applied those to the evaluation. For the sake
of easy communication we extracted key parts, specifically those relevant for D5.3.
Earlier in the process the phases for the pilot set-up were defined as follows,
including the key steps described in the technical one-page set-up.
Pilot Set-up from D2.2








Phase 1: Set up of key modules, as pure demonstrators. It will be the
responsibility of ATC to provide these modules, based on the technical
requirements and in collaboration with other technical partners.
Phase 2: As described in prior plans the goal is to ingest and process a small
number of photos (100 from 10 photographers) through the very initial
system.
Phase 3: Conduction of a critical functionality review with input from users.
Phase 4: Application of findings to the pilot, for refinement. Full functionality
of API for integration with CMS of PSM. Includes functional interfaces and
data analytics modules.
Phase 5:Second evaluation with users, in order to refine further. Identification
of minimal set for roll-out of demonstrator to larger number of consumers.
Phase 6: Final Bloomen demonstrator. Enables to ingest, hash, process, filter,
search and use photos, with smart contract in background. Refined analytics.
Phase 7:Final evaluation with a larger number of consumers, feedback and
final conclusions.

3.1 Who is the Customer? Q&A
In the most simple view the Bloomen photo pilot must consider two main user
groups: Photographers and media companies. In the very end the application will
enable both key groups to work together to exchange photos, easier, faster,
potentially with less manual work writing contracts, etc.
Here we repeat the five customer questions already mentioned in the “working
backwards” description, this time with initial answers:
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The 5 customer questions
● Who is the customer?
Key customers for Bloomen Photo are public or commercial media companies
around the world. They need high quality photos covering news events, places and
people. Photographers and all other creators are primarily users, because only when
the larger media companies use an application like Bloomen Photo there will be
demand and an opportunity. While their acceptance and approval of an application
like Bloomen Photo is important, ultimately the media companies have the highest
motivation to use applications for better workflows.
● What is the customer problem or opportunity?
The market for photos has been deeply disrupted by the shift to digital. Photos can
now be very easily copied and transferred, often resulting in unauthorized use which
is very difficult to stop. Photo rights are often unclear, difficult to enforce and, as a
result, theft of intellectual property is the norm, not the exception. Big media
companies cannot use pictures commercially where the rights are not cleared.
Further, to report in depth often specific creative work is needed, e.g. photos, videos,
graphics, maps.
The problem here is that very often photos from certain regions in the world do not
fulfill the quality standards, are too old or have other problems. Specifically, based on
exchanges and surveys conducted with photo editors at Deutsche Welle photos of
African politicians are not available from the main photo wires, such as Reuters,
Getty Images or Picture Alliance.
“Better African pictures” is therefore the current focus of Bloomen Photo, a niche
application.
● What is the most important customer benefit?
The most important benefit of Bloomen Photo for customers (media companies) is
that the application enables quick and easy assignment and (smart) contracting with
photographers (or other types of creative producers later on), describing the
task/assignment and later enables the upload of photos when the project is
progressing. Another benefit for customers is that the payment for the project can
be done through a blockchain/token mechanism, which creates a more direct way
than using multiple applications.
The application needs to be designed in a way to benefit contributors, too - e.g.
enables very easy usage by photographers/creatives, quick upload, clear indication
when a project is considered “done” and reliable, fast payment without major
deductions from the transfer.
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These “social” elements of the Bloomen Photo application can have a significant
impact on the success of the project, e.g. opening up a simple way to contract
photographers.
● How do you know what customers want?
Our assumptions are based on market research as well as a number of exchanges
with photo editors working for media companies as well as photographers, who were
asked about their experience working from Africa.
The evaluation of the demonstrator is designed to check whether the assumptions
made are still valid when testing with more and different potential users.
● What does the customer experience look like?
The Bloomen Photo app demonstrator is separated into a “photographer” and a
“publisher” view, enabling a simple exchange of creative items - photos for the very
start, but extendable to other forms of creative content.

3.2

Test Users Profile

For the evaluation to be a productive project we need to define what type of users
should be testers or - in the wording of our deliverables - “actors”. This section
answers questions like: Why do we choose a specific user type for the pilots? Why
not other types of users?
Bloomen Photo entails the following internal and external actors, who belong to
different departments in news organisations and have specific skill sets.13










Picture Editor
Journalist/Editor
Legal Staff
Financial Staff
Graphic/Visual Staff
Correspondent
Photographer
Citizen Journalist
User Generated Content Provider

It will be very important that these actors are affected by current solutions and thus
would “see” benefits of a new approach, workflow or software platform. Without
such an exposure we would risk a very low involvement.

13

Quoted from D2.1, p. 39
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3.3

Key User Activities

The following part, again, is based on what was defined earlier in D2.1 and then
further detailed in D2.2. This important preparations for the evaluation are now used
in all future steps - as a basis and reference point.
What are the key activities are actors are involved in? This use case can be broken
down into the following main activities:
1. Picture Related Blockchain Recording: The core principle is to add a
Blockchain entry for relevant activities and actions, usually through a hash.
This process applies to multiple actors (Picture Editor, a Journalist, Legal
Staff, Citizen Journalist or User Generated Content Provider). This activity is
concerned with registering any picture related transaction or change of a
transaction in the Bloomen Blockchain Platform. This can include receipt of a
picture from a source, entering metadata, changing copyright licences,
changing/manipulating visuals, activation of smart contract features,
payments or usage recording internally (re-use) and externally (clicks).
2. Smart Contracts and Payments: This includes set-up and management of
dedicated smart contracts including crypto currency based payments, which
govern the legal and financial relationships with picture contributors or republishing organisations. This activity mainly involves Legal and Financial
Staff as well as diverse types of picture contributors and – in the case of DW
– potentially also re-publishing partners worldwide.
3. Contributor Management: This involves the recruitment of contributors as
well as related relationship and incentive management. The activity explores
whether the Bloomen Blockchain Platform can be used to recruit useful
internal and external picture contributors, to maintain relationships with them
and to provide incentives for outstanding contributions that made an impact
to the news media organisation’s success (measured by activity 4).
4. Data Analytics related to the pictures themselves (metadata), the contributors
(volume, quality), internal usage (re-use) and consumer related picture usage
within media products and services (web metrics).
The main activities had been broken down into specific steps, which are now to be
tested with users based on the demonstrators. The activities described in earlier
deliverables provide robust guidance to avoid losing track of already identified needs
and feature requests.
The following overviews (taken from D2.1 and D2.2) provide a relevant and detailed
description. They will be used as checklists in the pilot operation and evaluation.
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3.4 Activity 1: Picture Related Blockchain Recording
While the table below from D2.1 describes the key activity of recording a photo in the
blockchain this activity touches all other three activities relevant for the validation,
too.
This first activity is about the core principle: To add a Blockchain entry for any
relevant action, usually through a hash. Any transaction or change of a transaction
related to a picture is registered in the underlying Bloomen Blockchain Platform
(BBP) via the front-end Bloomen Visual Journalism System – either automatically or
triggered by human actors who use the system. There are many diverse actions that
result in a Blockchain entry, from the receipt of a picture, to entering metadata,
manipulating content or publishing the picture (for more details see below). All this
has to be recorded in the Blockchain in the first place in order to trigger, define or
change respective smart contract elements and payments (see Activity 2). The
detailed registration of activities is also relevant for the management of picture
contributors (see Activity 3) and data analytics (see Activity 4). For this reason,
Activity 1 is the basis for all other main activities in this use case.
User Profiles (from D2.1 and D2.2)
Step

Description

In scope

DW-A-01

Marco, a picture editor, receives an email alert that a new Yes
photo has been offered by Igor. He is a citizen journalist in
Russia, who is a key semi-professional contributor. Igor
offered the photo to a news organisation in the knowledge of
applicable Smart Contract terms. Marco immediately logs
into the Bloomen Visual Journalism System to see if the
photo can be used for today’s planned news story on the
German president’s arrival in Russia.

DW-A-02

Marco reviews the metadata set, which has already been Yes
mapped on receipt by the system. The Smart Contract
provides specifications on how contributors have to complete
metadata fields. He annotates a missing field in the metadata
to complete the set. His action has sent an automatic
message to the contributor with a reminder to complete this
field in the future and it also amended the Smart Contract in
order to reduce the upcoming payment to Igor for this single
photo by a tiny amount.

DW-A-03

Following a chat conversation within the system with Sabine, Yes
a legal staff, Marco changes the copyright ownership from
“Igor” to the news organisation and sets the copyright licence
specification from CC-BY (Attribution Alone) to CC-BY-NC-ND
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(Attribution, Non-Commercial and No-Derivatives).
DW-A-04

Tim, a graphics specialist, received a notification from Marco, Yes
asking him to make a small manipulation in the photo. He
logs in, retouches one area and saves the second version of
the image in the Bloomen Visual Journalism Tool. This action
automatically alerts Marco that the photo is potentially ready
for publication.

DW-A-05

Following common editorial control procedures and Yes
subsequent approval via the system, Marco sets the photo to
“Ready-To-Publish”.

DW-A-06

Tina, a news editor in the newsroom receives an alert from Yes
Marco to ensure she sees the picture and she immediately
uses it in an English language article on the visit of Germany’s
President to Russia, which is published on the same day on
the news organisation’s homepage. This system records this
as the first publishing instance.

DW-A-07

Dimitrij, a journalist in the Russian Language department Yes
notices the article containing this photo and creates a
Russian language adaptation of the article, which is published
2 hours later. The system records this as the second
publishing instance.

DW-A-08

Nadine, a journalist at the social media desk, publishes a Yes
Tweet and a Facebook Post related to this story, using the
photo in both instances. The system records two more
publishing instances: one on Twitter and one on Facebook.

DW-A-09

Following the level of interest in this news story, Mike, an Yes
Instagram Editor, decides to produce a longer Instagram Story
with background information on Walter Steinmeier visit in
Russia. The photo is used again and the system records the
fifth publishing instance (Instagram).

DW-A-10

Diego, an editor at an external news organisation publishes Yes
the article created in DW-A-06, based on a global contract.
This creates the sixth publishing instance.

DW-A-11

Martin from the premium content team prepares a tailored Yes
content package for a re-publishing partner and includes the
photo together with other material on this current news story.
This external publisher later publishes the photo, hence
creating the seventh publishing instance.
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ID

UC-PHOTO-1

Title

Creator and User Identity

Description

Actors:
1) A creator (photographer) identifies himself with name,
address, contact, artist name, bank account or
cryptocurrency wallet. Key result is a unique identifier of
the creator, represented as a hash which leads to the
information above to match the photographer with his/her
works.
2) A media organization identifies itself as a user of photos
available via the Bloomen photo feed/API. It provides
credentials, including an available budget to be spent for
photos as an option. Key result is a unique identifier of the
“consumer” which can be matched to the photos used and
help to initiate payment to multiple creators.

Actor(s)

Creators, Consumers

Preconditions

Current status: Intention is to re-use a Kendraio app created for
the music use case (update claims on multiple music platforms)

Post
conditions








Identity of a photographer is complete, verifiable and
unique
Identity of the consumer is complete, verifiable and unique
Identity can be managed decentralized by all actors
Option to update personal data for multiple
consumers/broadcasting contact and identity
Possibility to match between identity and assets.
Set conditions for photos:
o General license
o Excluded license
o Identify/set high value content
o Payment terms
o Usage rights, exclusives

Main
Success
Scenario

Make it much easier to communicate identity, conditions and
provide a verifiable information to initiate payments between
actors

Extensions

N/A

Priority

High
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Figure 4: News Pilot – Use Case Diagram Identification

Activities (from D2.2)
In D2.2 the technical partners detailed a solution where most of the features and
mechanisms available in Bloomen will be presented through an API, resulting in
flexibility and easier further development.

ID

UC-PHOTO-3

Title

View images through API in CMS

Description

The API enables editors to view available images in the local
CMS. This is important to enable very quick selection, avoiding
provision of yet another external platform where an editor would
have to login.
This is enabled through an API which channels the photo
preview from the external repository or cloud storage (e.g.
Google Photos, Dropbox) through the Bloomen system and
enables selection for use in publications.
The Bloomen role is to provide three unique hashes, as
described in the above activities. For the creator, for each photo
and for the consumer. With these information elements we can
initiate the exchange and then further manage triggering the
smart contract and initiate payments.

Actor(s)

Consumers
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Preconditions






Post
conditions

Main
Success
Scenario

Identity of photographer is known (decentralised)
Conditions are known (contract variation)
A blockchain based hash or equivalent must be present
for each photo
(Potentially, later) Use method to enrich metadata (as
shown by Kendraio, based on Chrome plug-in)



Generate this information: “This photo (hash) from
photographer (hash) can be used by consumer (hash) for:
(Conditions of contract)
Steps:
 Photo can be viewed in CMS
 Photo is ingested into CMS
 Photo is recorded in smart contract for remuneration
 Use of picture is recorded: Viewed, selected, published.
 Combination of creator hash (who) and the asset (what) is
always present and available
 Both hashes can connect to a smart contract or
equivalent
 Consumer can pay for the image to use it (suggestion: Is
done pre-usage, then mostly automated to reduce time
needed for this).
 Two APIs based on Blockchain hashes to (a)
photographer and (b) for the actual photos






Editors have highly usable, timely selection of photos
Consumers have wider selection
Usage of photo is recorded in decentralized blockchain
Triggers automatic smart contract process, reducing
additional work in terms of recording the usage for
payment
Triggers automated compensation

Extensions

See Chrome plug-in from Kendraio

Priority

High
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Figure 5: News Pilot – Use Case Diagram Image Search & Filter

3.5 Activity 2: Smart Contracts and Payments
The second activity in this use case deals with Smart Contracts and Payments. This
includes set-up and management of dedicated smart contracts including crypto
currency based payments, which govern the legal and financial relationships with
picture contributors or re-publishing organisations.
Initially, the relevant terms of use, exceptions and payment rules have to be defined
by a Smart Contract in order to be executed by the Blockchain based system.
Contributors then accept the Smart Contract in order to join the pool of contributors
on the basis of rules and specifications. They receive notifications if certain rules
have been broken and may have payments reduced by small amounts.
Re-publishing partners can also be part of a smart contract system in order to record
their publishing activities in the Blockchain, which informs both the management and
the Incentive System for contributors.
This activity mainly involves legal and financial staff as well as diverse types of
picture contributors and potentially also re-publishing partners worldwide: The main
activity “Smart Contracts and Payments” describes the key actions required to set-up
a Smart Contract and Payments for Blockchain based picture management.
Specifically these are:




Defining terms of use (DW-B-01)
Defining exception rules (DW-B-02)
Defining payment rules (DW-B-03)
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Underwriting Contributor Contract (DW-B-04)
Contributor Notification about Payments/Reductions (DW-B-05/06)
Underwriting Re-Publisher Contract (DW-B-07)

Figure 6: News Pilot – Use Case Diagram Payments

Step

Description

In scope

DW-B-01

Maria, a legal staff, sets guidelines for acceptable and not YES
acceptable clauses in the Smart Contract used for Blockchain
based picture management. These are related to the level of
payment for various and multiple uses of pictures, globally
and across multiple languages, media platforms and
durations.

DW-B-02

In the Smart Contract, Maria also defines a set of exceptions YES
and rules for special cases. For example, a way to renegotiate certain contract details for specific situations (e.g.
a unique picture that suddenly obtains special news relevancy
– such as the “plane in the Hudson” photo from a UGCprovider)

DW-B-03

Together with Thomas from the financial department, Maria YES
also defines payment rules in the Smart Contract for external
contributors, which trigger payments aligned with the Smart
Contract. These are related to factors such as publication
instances, publication types, accumulation, currency,
exceptions, copyright ownership, contributor relationship
status or the quality level of a picture submission)
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DW-B-04

Igor, a citizen journalist, wants to become a member of a YES
news organisation’s pool of external content contributors and
underwrites their Smart Contract for the purpose of supplying
content and receiving crypto currency based payments.

DW-B-05

Igor receives a notification in his “contributor” version of the YES
Visual Journalism System that 7 payments have been made
by the news organisation for 7 publishing instances of his
photo, which he had offered via the system related to the visit
of Germany’s president to Russia. See DW-A-01.

DW-B-06

Igor also receives a kind reminder and a notification that his YES
account balance has been reduced by a tiny penalty amount
due to a metadata field not having been filled in correctly
when submitting the photo. See DW-A-02.

DW-B-07

Diego, an editor at a re-publishing partner, underwrites a YES
Smart Contract that governs the re-publishing of content on a
Blockchain basis. This ensures that any re-publishing
instance of a picture is recorded by using the “re-publisher”
version of the Visual Journalism System. See DW-A-10 and
DW-A-11.

ID

UC-PHOTO-4

Title

Smart contracts

Description

We assume three types of contracts:
1) Free usage, but with consent of the creator
2) Standard photo license
3) Special license for special photos

Actor(s)

Creators, Consumers

Preconditions






Identity is known
Asset has hash
Asset is used (published)
Smart contract

Post
conditions




Contract executed
Payment made

Main
Success
Scenario



Smart Contracts should reduce the internal work for
everyone involved significantly.
In future iterations the functionality of the smart
contracts will be extended iteratively.
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Extensions

See Chrome plug-in from Kendraio

Priority

High

ID

UC-PHOTO-5

Title

Pay for image through Smart Contract

Description

Pay for the right to use an image

Actor(s)

Consumers

Preconditions




Image uploaded by owner
Hash traces usage back to blockchain of (a)
photographers and (b) their assigned photo collection

Post
conditions



Consumer is now saved in the database as having rights
for the image
Transaction is saved on the blockchain


Main
Success
Scenario

Degree of automation, reducing consumers work steps (we can
show that in a comparison before/after. DW can provide the
current steps needed to use one photo. Then, in the demo, we
show that we can do it with e.g. 50% less steps, because of
blockchain features.
(We can calculate projected income for photographers,
separately. Goal here: “Blockchain for the public good, ensuring
that individual rights are honored, better/reliable pay for
photographers as key benefit.”

Extensions



Visualizing photo rights (UGC, professional, high value) as an interface approach/sorting/selection variation

Priority

High

ID

UC-PHOTO-6

Title

Add licenced consumer

Description

The owner of an image can give rights to a consumer

Actor(s)

Contributors

Preconditions



Image uploaded by owner (to cloud based repository)
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Post
conditions




Main
Success
Scenario

Consumer is now saved in the database as having rights
for the image
Transaction is saved on the blockchain

Less work for everyone involved:
 Photographer sets rights generally
 Sets attribution conditions
 Sets rights for per country/global usage
 Sets rights for re-use
 Sets rights/price for special photos (e.g. auction only)

Extensions
Priority



Connectors (1-2) to cloud storage

High

3.6 Activity 3: Contributor Management
Quote: “The third activity in this use case deals with picture contributor management:
This involves the recruitment of new contributors, maintaining relationships and
managing incentive frameworks. Initially, the basis for picture quality has to be laid
down with a set of rules and specifications for contributors.”14
Step
DW-C-01

14

Description

In scope

Marco, the picture editor, and Maria from the legal YES
department define the general rules that apply to external
picture contributors (size, quality, metadata, content, person
rights, etc.). This is a set of requirements and specifications
that ensure a quality level within the pool of registered
contributors, that pictures received are legally usable and
nearly ready-to-use with minimal effort by the news
organisation to store and publish them. A key requirement is
that the ownership of copyright for the contributed photo is
clarified by the contributor in a legally binding way.
Specifications are part of the Smart Contract and can be
linked to payment reductions. See DW-A-02.

From D2.1, p 45
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DW-C-02

Marco, the picture editor, and Thomas from the financial YES
department define key criteria and on that basis an incentive
based payment structure for general, non-professional
contributors. This governs contributors’ achievements in
relation to, for example, “circumstances of capturing the
picture“, “use by the news organisation” and “impact on
publishing success”. The award scheme is linked to the Smart
Contract (and payments) as well as the Data Analytics
activity.

DW-C-03

Marco and Maria produce an adapted version of the incentive YES
based payment structure for professional contributors who
belong to picture agencies or other professional bodies.

DW-C-04

Igor, a citizen journalist, has submitted a photo to the news NO - out
organisation, which was captured under extraordinary of scope
circumstances during a natural disaster. Following
publication this photo is linked with points in an award
scheme – or he immediately receives a small extra payment
for this photo triggered by the respective clause in the Smart
Contract.

DW-C-05

Tamara, a professional photographer, has reached the YES
threshold for “number of photos published by the news
organisation” and receives points in an award scheme – or an
extra payment.

DW-C-06

Igor, a citizen journalist submitted a photo which was NO - Out
published with an enlargement feature on the news of scope
organisation’s website. The number of consumer users who
enlarged the picture for better viewing reached the threshold
and Igor receives an immediate bonus payment.

DW-C-07

When Tamara opens the Visual Journalism System for NO
contributors she receives notifications for news items related
to the contributor community (e.g. features of special
contributions, high achieving members or information on or
changes to contribution requirements).
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Figure 7: News Pilot – Use Case Diagram Contributor Management

3.7 Activity 4: Data Analytics
Data Analytics relates to the pictures themselves (metadata), the contributors
(volume, quality), internal usage (re-use) and consumer related picture usage within
the news organisation’s media products and services (web metrics).
The key aspect of this activity is the linking of user and picture data with the
Blockchain platform (and the picture files within it). This linked data can be used for
contributor incentive schemes, for editorial decisions and for better selection of
pictures from the database.
Step

Description

In scope

DW-D-01

Tom, an audience data analyst, links and records the key Yes
usage metrics of pictures published the news organisation in
the Blockchain based Visual Journalism System so that they
become part of Smart Contract, Payment and Incentive
Elements.

DW-D-02

Tom and Marco define key geographic regions for which No
picture contribution and usage is to be correlated and further
analysed. In case the news organisation requires more
pictures from a certain region (e.g. due a major news event or
natural disaster), the data will inform the Incentive Framework
in order to recruit contributors or obtain more pictures from
this region.
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DW-D-03

Tom and Marco define aggregation metrics that provide an Yes
overview by day, month and year, including suggestions for reuse of popular pictures. This will provide insight for picture
editors like Marco and his editorial management. It can also
be used by the Incentive Framework for contributors.

DW-D-04

Marco defines key data and metrics related to the image file Yes
itself (picture type, colours and metadata).

DW-D-05

Marco receives a notification that a specific picture has Yes
performed better than average and analyses this image for its
special qualities. On the basis of this type of analysis over
time he eventually changes some of the requirements for
contributors.

DW-D-06

Marco receives a request from a journalist to provide a Yes
picture on a certain topic from the database, to be used on a
specific media channel. He has several options, but chooses
the one that has performed best when it was previously
published on this channel. As a result of this data-based
decision the contributor receives an additional payment for
another publishing instance.

DW-D-07

Igor, a citizen journalist, receives an urgent notification that a Yes
picture is required covering a news event in his town in
Russia. Igor was chosen because the system identified him
as a contributor who has previously submitted “similar”
successful pictures.

Figure 8: News Pilot – Use Case Diagram Analytics

The activities lead to the description of a model for the application as a whole,
shown below.
ID

UC-PHOTO-8

Title

View image analytics
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Description

Both creators and consumers can see usage of pictures over
time, in different views (reference: UML diagram)

Actor(s)

Creators, Consumers

Preconditions






Usage of picture (total uses)
Usage by region
Usage over time
Image rights needed

Post
conditions









Creator: How often where my photos used?
Consumer: Photos we used, from whom and when?
Admin stats: Backend, all data points
User stats, per creator
Consumer stats, per media organization
Smart Contracts stats
Payment stats

Main
Success
Scenario

Having good and comprehensible data analysis overview,
helping to understand the benefits of blockchain-based photo
management system.

Extensions

Use existing analytics platform, if possible

Priority

Low

ID

UC-PHOTO-8

Title

View image analytics

Description

Both creators and consumers can see usage of pictures over
time, in different views (reference: UML diagram)

Actor(s)

Creators, Consumers

Preconditions






Usage of picture (total uses)
Usage by region
Usage over time
Image rights needed

Post
conditions








Creator: How often where my photos used?
Consumer: Photos we used, from whom and when?
Admin stats: Backend, all data points
User stats, per creator
Consumer stats, per media organization
Smart Contracts stats
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Payment stats

Main
Success
Scenario

Having good and comprehensible data analysis overview,
helping to understand the benefits of blockchain-based photo
management system.

Extensions

Use existing analytics platform, if possible

Priority

Low

Figure 9: News Pilot – General Diagram
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4 Evaluation Management
This section describes how we plan to manage the evaluation. This includes finding
users for the tests as well as how we evaluate the various activities described in the
last section.

4.1 User recruitment
The type of users helping to evaluate the Bloomen Photo application are carefully
chosen to avoid bias. Equally important is that testers need to have an awareness of
key problems in order to understand a new solution.
As a result the users to be recruited for the evolution will be a mixed group of users
for the tests. One group must be accustomed with the current situation and/or are in
the business of creating, using and licensing photos or other creative work. If the
testers are not familiar there is a risk that they do not see whether the application
created by Bloomen actually provides benefits and new features.
Blockchain technologies are not easy to understand, when first presented. The main
reason is not the complexity, but the abstract nature of the system. A standard
business transfer of money even without blockchain is a complex process, but
people are accustomed to traditional banking services because the usually work.
This is why we will not emphasize Blockchain, but the process and the content such
as describing Bloomen Photo primarily as a photo acquisition app. In next steps we
might broaden the description to the “Visual Journalism”.







Users at Deutsche Welle (DW)
Public broadcasters in Germany (ARD)
Users at other international broadcasters, such as France24 or BBC World
Service.
EBU (European Broadcast Union) in Geneva
Creative producers, e.g. photographers in Africa or Asia
Young journalists or journalists in training, to test usability and ease-of-use

Quantifying the number of users: Based on prior scientific work on evaluation we
decided to test with a relatively small group of 5-10 testers, but then providing these
testers with a chance to test the application again in a follow-up evaluation. This
principle (small group, two tests) might unearth more issues or new ideas than
testing with larger group, but only once.
In future evaluation steps the number of users can grow, but this would happen at a
point when the application has a certain level of maturity towards an MVP already.
Testing with too many users to early might create a hard to manage situation of
many ideas and concepts, which are then hard to align. Our intention with the
evaluation is to focus on a viable solution for a niche demand (e.g. high quality,
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specific photos from Africa not available over the news wires). Focusing on a niche
ensures that the “pain” or “demand for a better solution” is higher than with standard
applications and workflows where the cost of changing the process keeps users
from experimenting with something new.
All the users will be recruited in a step-by-step process, with an emphasis on finding
photo editors who understand the current process of photo acquisition. The second
important group are independent creators/photographers who can provide us with
insights about what goes wrong in the current process.

4.2 Evaluation forms
In order to enable an easy extraction of insights we will prepare specific evaluations
forms. For example, we will avoid multiple “free text” entry fields in the surveys, as
those are very hard to quantify and compare. Instead we use in general a grading
system from “Not Good” to “Excellent” to enable a ranking of which features or
workflows are perceived as well executed and which are not.

4.3 Pilot Planning
Phase 1: Pre-pilot and initial evaluation of requirements. ONGOING
DW validates and tests the first deliverable provided by technical partners. DW and
ATC as the technical partner define the strategy to run all the pilot phases.
Phase 2: Adaptation to pilot needs and user’s requirements. Expected: Fall 2019
DW recruits stakeholders and provides feedback to technical partners from both
stakeholders and their own technical experts about prototypes developed.
Phase 3: Photo editors/Photographers set-up Expected: Fall 2019
DW trains stakeholders involved to start running the pilot. Prototype will be deployed
and properly configured.
Phase 4: Pilot monitoring. Expected: Fall 2019
Users participate in the platform. DW monitors the execution of the pilot. DW gets
feedback and collects data to measure the impact. Iteration on phases 2-4.
Phase 5: Pilot evaluation. End: May 2020
Analyse feedback and collected data.

4.4

The Stakeholders

Bloomen Photo will provide a solution for selected user, creating a better solution to
exchange photos for use in digital media. It must be considered though that future
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iterations could move beyond photos, to then include other digital assets for a more
universal way to source creative content.
4.4.1 Stakeholder Profiles
Photo Editors:
 Journalists, Photo Specialists
 Tasked with sourcing the right photos for news reporting
 Often faced with shortage of pictures for regions, persons, places
 Often hindered by too complex contracting to act quickly
 Strong motivation for legal use of photos
 Need for clear rights management for re-use of photos
 Need to reduce “paperwork” given the pace of usage
Photographers:
 Open for assignments, if workflow is simplified
 Need to reduce extra work such as manual addition of meta-data/creators
data
 Threatened by decline of traditional business models
 Experiencing unauthorized use of photos, with little options to enforce rights
Administration
 Responsible for contracts with creatives
 Responsible for rights management of creative work
 Need for a visual overview of assignments
 Need for visual, technical overview of assets
 Need for an overview of costs and benefits
Finance departments
 Budgeting and costs transparency
 Monitoring payments and recipients
Data Analysts
 Statistical analysis for news media reach
 Statistic analysis of photo usage and photo success
Top Management
 Reporting regarding costs/benefits of new applications
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5 Pilot Preparation
This chapter describes the steps conducted for the actual evaluation. As shown
above we test against four activities, with specific CFRs and KPIs.

5.1 Scope of the Pilot Tests
Given that we start with a working demonstrator, the evaluation aims to find
indications where Bloomen Photo must be extended, where the workflows already
provide an advantage and what other elements or features should be considered
over time.
Key goals for the evaluation of Bloomen Photo:













Platform: Test of performance for the technical platform
Photographer: Testing workflow to register
Photographer: Testing workflow for proof of identity
Photographer: Survey of payment experience, preferred handling of payments
(time, deductions, reliability of clients)
Photographer: Assignment workflows, level of detail
Photo Editor: Setting up assignments
Photo Editor: Inviting photographers
Photo Editor: Picture selection, single
Photo Editor: Survey of typical workflow needs
Platform: Assignment module scribbles/initial concepts
Platform: Smart contract module initial concepts
Business Administration: Survey/quantification of contracts signed with
creatives

Process:
 General survey with participants: To identify the background and experience
of users
 Demonstrator walk-through and workflow evaluation
Survey for Smart Contract needs. This would include specific features such as
automated payments of certain criterias of a smart contract are met. Other features
could be the reduction of administrative paperwork on both sides. Finally, the
application could reduce the need for intermediary agents, for example reducing high
costs for money transfers across borders.

5.2 Pilot Tests - Steps
Based on the current demonstrator for Bloomen Photo the evaluation aims to get a
better understanding on how to refine and extend the application.
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5.2.1 Publisher Features
How usable and scalable are the features already in the demonstrator and how do
they need to be extended? This question will drive a test of all current features of the
Publisher module, where photo editors can invite photographers and select photos.
The workflow needs to be extended, based on the feedback of users.
Some future elements will be tested based on a survey and based on
scribbles/mock-ups. This applies specifically to an assignment module, meaning
that photo editors from a media company like DW or BBC will be enabled to describe
and quantify an assignment (e.g. “Photographs of politicians in Kenya, prior to
election”.
Key test goals:
- Usability
- Comparison with current workflows
- Demands and feature requests
- Assignments feature (hiring photographers for projects)
- Contracts/Smart contracts
- Meta-Data
- Rights Management
- Quality of photos
- Statistics
5.2.2 Photographers Features
Photographers can currently upload and offer photos for use by media companies.
We need to know when this application is attractive enough to create a flow of
offerings. The current features are on a demonstrator level and should be refined
meaningfully based on the findings.
Key test goals:
● Usability
● Comparison with current workflows
● Demands and feature requests by photographers
● Optimal solution from photographers perspective (survey)
5.2.3 Meta-data and rights management
Features here affect the usability for all stakeholders. We will test how we can
acquire meta-data, both automatically and manually and how this can be formed into
a good workflow.
Key evaluation goals:
● Technical meta-data
● Manual meta-data
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● Rights management
● Rights attribution module
5.2.4 Smart contracts & payments
A module with “Smart Contract” features, as needed for this use case as well as for
the other use cases in Blomen. More specific it could be a module for automating
negotiations and price discovery for copyrighted content could have value in itself,
also by reducing the overhead of due diligence, drafting of complex legal documents
and tracking contracts.
Ideally statistical and quantitative measurement from trackable contracts could
benefit the application as a whole. Further machine-readable contracts could lead to
easier follow-up and quality management for everyone involved.
A similarly important aspect is generating payments. There are, by now, multiple
options for payment transfer around the globe, though often the process can be
lengthy, complicated and resulting in high costs per transaction.
Key evaluation goals:
● Rules and parameters for “Smart Contracts”
● Best possible “Smart Contracts” Platform
● “Smart Contract” features (survey)
● Comparison of payment options
● Demonstrator for payment module (artificial coin)
● Payment needs by users
● Payment module features (survey)
5.2.5 Data Analytics
As described the data analytics module is part of the pilot. Here we will collect
meaningful data, both regarding single transactions and specifically in aggregated
form, to see usage and usage growth over time. From an end user perspective the
analytics will be important to see performance and usage over time.

5.3 Presentation of results
The results of the evaluation are presented in a visual form, in order to show where
the first version of the demonstrator did score well or poorly. The idea here is that
the findings should be usable for the next development sprints, to enhance the
application for usability and potential exploitation in the future.
The expectation for the validation of the Bloomen Photo pilot is that would-be users
can help us finding elements to optimize in the general workflow as well as findings
ideas for enhancements, additional modules or new features.
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The result of the evaluation for all four activities will be presented in a separate,
internal report. The main users of the results will be DW and ATC, as the user partner
and the technical partner for Bloomen Photo. Ideally we can summarize the results in
a form that allows to meaningfully extend the functionality of the demonstrator for
Bloomen Photo.
Sample report form (to be extended)
Criterion

Sub-criterion

Quality

Usability

Understandability

Poor …… Excellent

Documentation

Poor …… Excellent

Ease-of-use (Workflow)

Poor …… Excellent

Training needs

Poor …… Excellent
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6 Results
As we are heading for the second, more extensive evaluation of the Bloomen Photo
pilot. Similar to the other use cases there are two variations of evaluation forms.
Firstly, we will use a survey with generic questions, to record a profile of users who
took part. Secondly, as described in 4.2 Evaluation forms new forms to capture the
feedback from users will be introduced.

6.1 Questionnaire and initial results
For Bloomen Photo we developed generic survey, in order to capture the persons
background, experience and expectation towards the proposed Bloomen Photo
application. Additional questions aimed to get an understanding of the expectations
towards Blockchain technologies in the specific segment. Below we present some
initial results, in order to provide an outlook for a later stage where the survey will
have more answers.15

Another relevant question is to identify the background of the users taking part in the
evaluation:

15

Survey form can be found here: https://forms.gle/TxjHBqMEgghWEMTo6
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In an additional section we ask for the volume of photos used by the organisation.
We expect most of the potential users to be very heavy users of photos.
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Finally, we aim to collect impressions after seeing and working with the pilot
application. These questions and options for comments aim to detect features
which are performing well as well as features where more functionality is needed or
which are missing.
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There will be additional options for comments, to let testers list up potential ideas
and demands for an application to manage photos.
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7 Next Steps
This concludes the description of the pilot operation and evaluation for Bloomen
Photo. We are looking forward for the opportunity to present the existing pilot to a
larger group of testers.
The results of the evaluation will be presented in a visual form, in order to show
where the first version of the demonstrator did perform well or poorly. The idea here
is that the findings should be usable for the next development sprints, to enhance
the application for usability and potential exploitation in the future.
The expectation for the validation of the Bloomen Photo pilot is that would-be users
can help us finding elements to optimize in the general workflow as well as findings
ideas for enhancements, additional modules or new features.
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